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1.

Introduction

Programming is hard. Because computers can only execute simple
instructions, the programmer must spell out the application’s behavior in excruciating detail. Because computers slavishly follow
their instructions, any trivial error will result in a crash or, worse,
a security exploit. Together they make computer code difficult and
time consuming to write, read, and debug.
Software engineering and programming languages researchers
have developed techniques and tools to help automate each of these
parts of the programming process. Code search tools scan through
databases of source code to find code samples related to programmer queries. For example, SNIFF [2] uses source code comments
to help find snippets of code, and Prospector [5] finds library calls
that convert from one language type to another. Automated debugging tools not only help find problems [7], but sometimes even suggest solutions [8]. For example, recent work by Weimer et al. [6],
describes how to use genetic programming algorithms to modify
buggy source code automatically until the modified programs pass
a set of test cases.
Unfortunately this impressive arsenal spends a great deal of
time on the bench, as most programmers prefer to go into battle
armed only with a copy of Emacs, a few Google searches, and
their own personal wetware. Part of the problem is the Sisyphean
effort required to keep up with technology in the 21st century: new
languages, tools, and libraries appear every few years. Part of the
problem is that most of the tools still require manual intervention:
either they are based on probabilistic machine learning methods,
which will not always return the correct answer, or they do not
have the whole picture of the program, part of which is locked
in the programmer’s mind. If a code search tool suggests using
Function A to solve a particular problem, the programmer must
read the man page for Function A and see if it will really work. If
Coverity suggests that a certain input might crash the program, the
programmer must carefully reason it through.
Our system, Macho, attempts to solve both of these problems
simultaneously, by simply running several tools at once and checking their results against an example of correct output (effectively a
short unit test). This reduces all tools to a simple, standard interface
(what should my program do in case x?) but more importantly it is
an end to end check on multiple tools. If Macho can generate correct output for the examples, there is a high probability that all of
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the tools did their job correctly, which means that the programmer
does not have to check each one individually.
If we are going to check the results of multiple tools, we must
start with a fairly high-level input, and the most logical candidate is
natural language. Natural language is familiar to everyone, and is
flexible enough to work at many levels of abstraction. However,
programming in natural language is considered somewhat taboo
since the 80s, and for good reasons. When the input is sufficiently
abstract, it becomes ambiguous. This is difficult for both the programming system, which must make many decisions, and for the
user, who does not know which choices were made [3]. So natural
language programming systems are traditionally verbose versions
of Visual Basic, with syntax characters replaced by wordy equivalents [1, 4], while true natural language understanding is considered
one of the hardest problems in Artificial Intelligence.
Macho avoids this dilemma by also requesting an example of
correct output. Our key insight is that those choices that the system
must make to resolve the ambiguity in natural language are exactly
the same ones that the programmer would make while guiding the
tools towards the correct answer. We found that examples and natural language have tremendous synergy: the natural language provides moderate information over the entire input space while the
example provides precise information over a tiny fraction of the input space. A program that satisfies both is much more likely to be
correct than one that satisfies either individually. The tools themselves also synergize, because their decisions are not independent:
which function we select to do subtask A will depend on which
function we select to do subtask B, and so on.

2.

Design

Programming from natural language and examples is rather tricky.
Our workshop paper at Hotos in May explained our first cut at this
problem, but our intial version simply wasn’t capable enough to be
considered a real system, even by us. We are currently working on
a complete redesign based on our experiences. Our goal this time
around is to build a real system (although it would probably on be
practical for some users in some scenarios) that we will hopefully
be able to demo during the poster session.
Macho I taught us that learning even simple programming patterns from a set of source files in an unsupervised manner is really
hard. We thought that we could mine all sorts of things like ’before you can read a file, you have to open it’, and it turned out to
just be very difficult. Many things were not labeled - it’s just not
possible to learn that you can ignore something by encasing it with
an if statement when that if statement is only labelled with a noisy
comment. Of course, we tried to use the database for good reasons:
we did not (and still do not) want to replicate the expert systems
of the 80s which were build purely with hand-written rules. Such
systems are usually extremely brittle.
So in Macho II we are defining the patterns manually, but using machine learning to glue them together, select functions from
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the database, and to rank the resulting programs. Currently we are
building a probabilistic model of Java code using techniques from
natural language processing. In the same way that NLP uses the surrounding words to predict whether a given word is a verb or a noun,
we can use the input variables and context functions (both names
and types) to predict what function was used. We can build similar
models for variable names, loops and conditionals, dataflow, and
so on, eventually ending up with a complete generative model for
a program. Our hope is that this gives us the robustness of probabilistic methods while still allowing us to fix random problems
manually.
We also have a potential answer to the question ’What language
should Macho program in?’. We mentioned this point in passing in
our workshop paper, but we assumed it was rather academic since
most of our training data would be in Java, C, C++, or C#, which
are all fairly similar languages. However, it occurred to us that our
model was really learning to make predictions based on operations,
variables, and their interactions, which would allow us to select
almost any programming language.
We chose a graph based, dataflow language which we call
Spoon (there is no spoon!) for several reasons. First, it allows us
to represent the program as it is gradually convered from a grammar parse tree through pseudocode to Java in one representation.
Second, it reduces the number of candiate programs by ignoring
the order of operations. Third, it allows us to write patterns without worrying about silly Java syntax (these patterns are essentially
macros. There is a reason the only languages with good macro support are Lisp variants - its just too obnxious to worry about otherwise). Fourth, it allows us to print pretty graphs of Macho’s attempts to generate an interesting solution, which are usually pretty
easy to understand.

3.
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Summary / Q&A

Although it tries to solve the same problem, Macho II is almost
completely different under the hood. Sadly, our demo isn’t quite
ready. What can we say, programming is hard . . .
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